
8/14/20 
 
Dear Amherst Families, 
 
I want to share with you an important change for students regarding the length of commitment to the Full-Time 
Remote Instructional model and movement between the Full-Time Remote Model and the Hybrid Instructional 
Model. 
 
For all grade levels, we have shortened the commitment time in the Full-Time Remote Instructional Model to 
the end of the applicable first marking period. 
 
Students in grades 6-12 who start the year in the Hybrid Model can move, at any time, into the Full-Time 
Remote Instructional Model. But, students in grades 6-12 who start the year in the Full-Time Remote 
Instructional Model must wait until the end of the first marking period on Nov. 6 to move into the Hybrid Model.  
 
Elementary students will not be able to move between the Remote and Hybrid models until the end of the first 
elementary marking period on Nov. 20. At that time we will evaluate the situation and provide more information. 
We are unable to allow grades K-5 to move between plans because the Full-Time Remote cohort will be 
assigned a separate teacher at the elementary level. They will not be viewing what is going on in an in-person 
classroom as the middle/high school students will. The elementary remote instruction will be provided by 
building based certified teachers, but it is not possible to run a concurrent hybrid model at the elementary like 
we are at the MS and HS. 
 
To learn more about our instructional models, watch Dr. Shanahan’s explanation here. You can also read 
about them in the Reopening Plan.  
 
The cohort assignments will be available in Aspen Parent Portal on Monday, Aug. 17.  

The first day of school will be Thursday, Sept. 10. More specific information regarding cohort attendance will be 
forthcoming. For those opting in to the Full-Time Remote Instructional Model we will reach out to you directly 
with more information and next steps. 

I also want to update you on the progress we have made to meet the additional and new requirements the 
Governor requested last week. He asked schools to make it easier for parents to access information about 
three specific areas: Full-Time Remote Instructional Model, COVID-19 Testing Plan, Contact Tracing Plan. 
We have posted the links to those three plans on our website. 
 
I would like to thank the families that participated in the building level Town Hall information meetings hosted 
by each building principal this week. For families that did not attend, they can reach out to their building 
principals with questions or watch the Narrated Presentation that describes various aspects of the Reopening 
Plan. We have also updated the Frequently Asked Questions webpage. 
 
Thank you, 
Anthony Panella, Superintendent 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDIQpyWexMY&t=21m29s
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sXTBWeAdpmzlKN87d653Os9DqoEK9XZ44h6SW4fatuk/edit#heading=h.jlrvla2tfzo
https://www.amherstschools.org/Page/8757
https://www.amherstschools.org/Page/8760
https://www.amherstschools.org/Page/8754

